Cornerstones of Hope, Inspiration and Musical Excellence: The Bacaraelli Institute
Part One
Their eyes are bright, and alert with animated anticipation. Their ages, probably between
8 and 20, seem to make little difference in their seating and social grouping. Agelessly,
they are here for one purpose and that is to experience live music by great composers
from a foreign string ensemble. They are almost perfect with the interactive activities we
gave them—singing in canon and creating mixed meters. We are ready to start.
The audience is part of a remarkable institute that combines an inspired social project
with excellence in musical training, pedagogy, and performance. This is the Bacarelli
Institute, located on the edge of São Paulo’s (Brazil) largest favela,1 Heliòpolis. The
performers are the Magisterra Soloists, a London (ON) based ensemble directed by
Annette-Barbara Vogel, whose mandate is outreach, performance and exposure for
Canadian composers. The music to be performed includes a work by Canadian composer,
Emily Doolittle, and Mendelssohn’s famous Octet for strings. As performers we could
feel the sharp focus in the room, and as we mingled with the students afterwards, the
intense gratification of connection and joy.

Magisterra members with Bacaraelli Institute students
The Bacarelli Institute provides comprehensive musical training for the children of
Heliopolis starting at age four. There is no real end date to their musical studies, but
children must be enrolled in public school to participate.
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A favela is an area where economically challenged people in Brazil occupy a section of
a city and build their own living quarters. After five years they have “squatters rights,”
but lack basic social infrastructures such as good schools and adequate sanitation. Drugs
and other dangerous social ills are a common part of life in these areas. Due to lack of
adequate public education, children of the favelas are at risk and have limited future
prospects.

During our visit we saw two classes, one a stunning dance and singing class for seven to
nine year olds, and the other a solfège activity class for six-year-olds. I was truly
impressed not only with the superb quality of the instructors, but also the highly
energized delivery of their performance. The singing was accurate, the rhythm was
impeccable, delivered an alluring swing, and they directed their hot presentation energy
directly into us. They are performers.

This is just a small cornerstone of the Institute. There are roughly 1200 students enrolled,
and currently there are five orchestras and nine chamber ensembles. Their flagship
ensemble, The Heliòpolis Symphony, now auditions students from all over Brazil to
perform major orchestral masterworks in their concert series. Participants who perform in
the Heliòpolis Symphony are provided with a stipend that allows them to continue their
musical studies. Musical involvement keeps children socially and intellectually engaged
during their significant off-school hours. Perhaps some of these talented musicians will
find musical employment in Brazil, or maybe even internationally. This is an incredible
dream for someone who has grown up in a favela!

Much of Baccarelli’s success at the senior level has come from the hard work and
dedication of professional musicians and teachers in the São Paulo area. The Suzuki
Method is also a cornerstone for the success of the Institute. Through SAA Teacher
Trainer Ed Kreitman, and the emphasis of priority-based teaching, the level of violin
teaching and playing at the foundation levels has increased dramatically.
Now the Institute is putting its attention onto its cello program. By providing teacher
development to its own musicians, the Institute can provide a high level of instruction for
upcoming cellists, and perhaps provide a livelihood for its young teachers. I am looking
forward to providing the first Suzuki Cello Teacher Development at the Bacarelli
Institute tomorrow, and from that will come part two of this article.

Her t-shirt asks “Have you smiled at someone today?”
David Evenchick

